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ABSTRACT.

This paper attempts to overcome the difficulties in crack detection by cross-section
images arising from low contrast and complex pavement texture. For this purpose, a crack
detection algorithm was proposed through the multi-feature test of cross-section image. Firstly,
the crack image was subjected to dimension reduction, grayscale correction and filtering. After
that, the crack section was determined in the processed crack image through the tests on
multiple features, namely, inclination, Gaussian distribution and edge gradient. Finally, the
proposed algorithm was applied to detect the cracks on actual asphalt pavement. The results
show that our algorithm can achieve a high accuracy in the detection process.
RÉSUMÉ. Cet article

tente de surmonter les difficultés de détection des fissures par des images
en coupe transversale résultant d’une texture de revêtement de faible contraste et complexe. À
cet égard, un algorithme de détection de fissure a étéproposévia le test multifonctionsnel de
l’image en coupe transversale. Tout d'abord, l'image de la fissure a étésoumise àune réduction
de dimension, à une correction en niveaux de gris et à un filtrage. Après cela, la section de
fissure a été déterminée dans l’image de fissure traitée par le biais de tests multifonctionnels,
à savoir l’inclinaison, la distribution gaussienne et le gradient de bord. Enfin, l’algorithme
proposéa étéappliquépour détecter les fissures sur un revêtement en asphalte. Les résultats
montrent que notre algorithme peut atteindre une grande précision dans le processus de
détection.
KEYWORDS: asphalt

pavement, crack detection, multi-feature test, cross-section image.

MOTS-CLÉS:

revêtement en asphalte, détection des fissures, test multifonctionnel, image en
coupe transversale.
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1. Introduction
Highway, as an important part of transportation system, plays a key role in the
development of national economy. As one of the main forms of pavement damage,
cracks seriously affect the level of highway service, so it is particularly important to
obtain crack information timely and accurately.
Asphalt is widely used as pavement material in highway. However, its
performance will be gradually damaged due to bad weather conditions and high-load
traffic load, which seriously affects the road traffic safety. When the temperature
difference between day and night is large or the annual temperature change is large,
there are many temperature cracks in highway, which are generally manifested as
transverse cracks with uniform spacing distribution. With the decrease of temperature
and the increase of low temperature duration, the number of temperature cracks
increases, and the lower the temperature, the wider the crack width is. At present, the
means of asphalt crack detection mainly depend on manual detection, and the
reliability of data is low, which is not conducive to the scientific maintenance of
pavement.
With the rapid development of computer image processing technology, automatic
detection technology based on digital image processing (Banharnsakun, 2015; Tian,
2017; Ying & Salari, 2010) emerges as the times require. Feature extraction and
accurate identification of cracks are the focus of research in this field. Some existing
methods are still difficult to extract crack information completely, so it is very
necessary to improve the adaptability and robustness of the automatic detection
algorithm for the maintenance of actual pavement. In order to improve the accuracy
of crack detection, aiming at the multi-feature characteristics of cracks in images, a
crack detection algorithm based on three main crack feature test for cross-section is
proposed in this paper. The algorithm can avoid environmental interference, and it is
not affected by low contrast of cracks, uneven background, changeable crack
morphology and complex pavement texture.
2. Related works
In order to achieve automatic detection, many researchers have proposed many
crack detection algorithms based on images, such as Laplasse operator, Sobel, Prewitt,
Roberts operator, Canny algorithm and other edge detection algorithms (Yu et al.,
2007; Ayenu-Prah & Attoh-Okine, 2008). However, this kind of algorithm is sensitive
to noise and the cracks detected do not contain width information, so it can’t evaluate
the severity of hazards. Nguyen et al. (2012) used anisotropic measurement method
to detect cracks based on fracture characteristics, but large measurement scale will
identify the area around the cracks as cracks, which is difficult to adapt to cracks of
different widths. Wang and Tang. (2011) designed a threshold segmentation method
based on sample space and linear interpolation according to the strong correlation
between gray mean and standard deviation of image and threshold, which realized
real-time crack detection. However, the cracks identified by this algorithm are mostly
crack fragments and mixed with noise. Wang et al. (2010) constructed a multi-level
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denoising model to enhance the performance of effective information by extracting
multi-temporal and multi-feature fusion of pavement information.
With the development of machine learning, in-depth learning, related research
attempts to apply the classification method based on feature training to asphalt
pavement crack detection. Oliveira & Correia, (2013) divide fracture image into small
blocks, then gray mean and variance features are selected and pattern clustering
method is used to realize binary classification. Hu et al. (2010) extracted the local
texture and shape features of the image to input into the SVM classifier for training
the classification model. Jing & Zang (2010) used sparse self-coding model to extract
sub-block features, and designed discriminant analysis algorithm to reduce dimension
of features. Bray et al. (2006) proposed an asphalt pavement image segmentation and
classification method based on neural network. Density and histogram features can be
extracted by the classification method. Cheng (1996) proposed the method which used
a series of moment invariants as classification features, and then used neural network
as model classifier to classify features. Adarkwa & Attoh-Okine (2013) proposed a
method of crack classification based on convolution neural network and principal
component analysis. Zhang et al. (2018) proposed a method for detecting and
repairing pavement cracks based on T-DCNN. The method based on machine learning
and deep learning can effectively utilize prior information and has high detection
accuracy. However, due to the need for a large number of sample training, the
computational complexity is high.
3. Image pre-processing
According to the actual situation of maintenance engineering, the cracks are
divided into transverse cracks, longitudinal cracks and reticulated cracks. There are
different morphological characteristics for different types of cracks.
Transverse cracks are cracks formed by the shrinkage of asphalt surface. It is
mainly caused by low temperature, that is, when the temperature of asphalt pavement
surface is lower than its lowest tolerable temperature, the pavement will break. Due
to the high temperature expansion effect, transverse cracks are easy to occur in a short
time. The causes of longitudinal cracks may be related to the causes of transverse
cracks. The direction of longitudinal cracks is the same as the direction of traffic,
mostly due to traffic load. Longitudinal cracks are consistent with the direction of
traffic. If not dealt with in time, the damage will be greater. Cracks in all directions
are interlaced to form a network crack. Network cracks are mostly caused by cold
shrinkage and aging of bituminous pavement materials.
All the images processed in this paper come from high-definition linear array CCD
camera. A number of different asphalt pavement crack images images are shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Illustration of pavement cracks

Because the asphalt pavement material has grain texture characteristics, the image
texture of asphalt pavement is rich, and there are a large number of points of noise, so
it is necessary to pre-process the acquired image.
Pavement cross-section image is mainly based on laser band imaging on pavement
surface contour and formed by three-dimensional reconstruction. Besides capturing
crack contour, contours with obvious height changes such as texture, rutting, road
signs, pits or road debris will also be presented in the cross-section image. An example
of a pre-processed profile in asphalt pavement cross-section image is shown as Figure
2.
In order to take the speed and accuracy of crack detection into account, three steps
including image dimension reduction (Tsai et al., 2012), cross-section correction
(Rabah et al., 2013) and smoothing filtering were carried out. The pre-processing
results of three dimensional crack images at different stages are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Example of a pre-processed profile in asphalt pavement cross-section
image
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4. Crack detection algorithm
The texture region of the pre-processed crack image is relatively flat, while the
cross-section of the crack presents a significant inverted Gauss curve, which is
significantly different from each other. So an automatic detection algorithm based on
multi-feature test of crack cross-section is proposed in this paper.
The algorithm consists of three parts: (1) Calculating the inclination of the section
to distinguish the protruding section from the suspected crack section and to identify
the crack initially, (2) Using the specially designed w-test method to test the Gauss
distribution significance of the cross-section and find out the actual crack crosssection, (3) Testing the edge gradient characteristics of the actual crack cross-section
to obtain the true crack cross-section consistent with the crack width.
4.1. Inclination characteristic test
After pre-processing, the cross-section image of asphalt pavement crack mainly
includes crack section, flat section, stepped section, small inclined section, convex
and concave section which belong to texture area. Main profiles of the pre-processed
crack pavement images are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Main profiles of the pre-processed crack pavement images

In order to distinguish crack sections from other sections, we need to test the
characteristics of inclination designed in this paper. In order to adapt to the change of
width, we use normalized index to measure the cross-section gradient. As a measure
of the probability of random events, the range of probability is [0,1]. The closer the
value is to 1, the greater the probability of events. Obviously, it is reasonable to use
the probability as the index to measure the inclination of the section. The test
determines whether the section has the characteristics of crack shape by calculating
the inclination of the curves on both sides of the section toward its center. The specific
calculation process can be defined as follows:
𝑛1
𝑛2
𝑝1 = , 𝑝2 =
𝑟
𝑟
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𝑛1 = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐼(𝑥𝑗−1) − 𝐼(𝑥𝑗 ) ≥ ∆𝑡 )

𝑗 ∈ [𝑖 − 𝑟 + 1, 𝑖]

𝑛2 = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐼(𝑥𝑗+1) − 𝐼(𝑥𝑗 ) ≥ ∆𝑡 )

𝑗 ∈ [𝑖, 𝑖 + 𝑟 − 1]

where 𝑥𝑖 is the center pixel of the cross-section, and the other is the pixels on both
sides of the center of the section. 𝐼(𝑥) is the height of pixel 𝑥, 𝑟 is the radius of section,
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐴) represents the total number of inequalities 𝐴 in the range of values. 𝑝1 and
𝑝2 respectively indicates the inclination of both sides of the section under condition
∆𝑡 . After calculating the inclination on both sides of the section, the section with crack
shape characteristics can be detected by setting corresponding threshold.
𝑆 ∈ 𝐶 if 𝑝 ≥ 𝑝𝑡
𝑆 = [i − r, i + r], p = 𝑝1𝑝2
where 𝑆 represents the section centered on pixel 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑟 as the radius. 𝐶
represents a set of cross-sections that satisfy the test of inclination characteristics. 𝑝
indicates the inclination of section 𝑆.
4.2. Gaussian distribution characteristic test
Because the crack section is obviously inverted Gaussian curve, it can be assumed
that the crack section is Gaussian distribution, and it can be extracted by judging the
significance of the Gaussian distribution of the section. In this paper, w-test (Shapiro
& Wilk, 1972) is used to test the significance of Gaussian distribution of cross-section.
It can test whether a group of small sample discrete data satisfy the Gaussian
distribution. Calculation formula of w-test is defined as follows:
W=

[∑𝑟𝑘=1 𝑎𝑘𝑛 (𝑋(𝑛−𝑘+1) − 𝑋(𝑘))]2
∑𝑛𝑘=1(𝑋(𝑘) − 𝑋̅ )2

where 𝑋(1) , … , 𝑋(𝑛) represents the order statistics of sample 𝑋1 , … 𝑋𝑛 , 𝑋̅ is sample
mean, 𝑎𝑘𝑛 is a constant coefficient.
The basic steps to verify the significance of the Gaussian distribution of the crosssection are as follows:
Step 1: For cross-section S, the height values of 𝑛 = 2𝑟 + 1 pixels contained in
𝐼(𝑋𝑖−𝑟 ) … 𝐼(𝑋𝑖 ) … 𝐼(𝑋𝑖+𝑟 ) are arranged in 𝐼1 (𝑋), 𝐼2(𝑋), … , 𝐼𝑛 (𝑋) order from small to
̿ 𝑖 ) is calculated.
large. At the same time, the mean value 𝐼(𝑋
Step 2: Through checking the constant coefficient table (Shapiro & Wilk, 1972)
of w-test, the value of 𝑎𝑘𝑛 corresponding to the total number of pixels in this crosssection is found, and the cross-section statistic W(S) is calculated. Because the section
of the crack is Gaussian curve which is "on the high side and thin side", and the section
of the texture is "on the low side or on the fat side", the section of the crack should be
satisfied as follows:
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𝐸 ≥ 𝜒𝑛𝜎𝑐
𝑛

̅ 𝑖 ))2
𝐸 = ∑(𝐼(𝑘)(𝑥) − 𝐼(𝑥
𝑘=1

where E is the index of cross-section shape. The smaller E is, the more likely it is
that the cross-section belongs to texture region. The larger E is, the more likely it is
that the cross-section belongs to crack section. 𝜎𝑐 is the variance of the whole
preprocessed image. 𝑛 represents the total number of pixels in cross-section S. 𝜒 is a
constant coefficient, its value is related to the roughness of the pavement surface.
Step 3: Gaussian distribution significant judgement
𝑆 ∈ 𝐶̿ 𝑖𝑓 𝑊(𝑆) ≥ 𝑊𝑡
where 𝐶̿ represents a set of crack cross-sections satisfying the Gaussian
distribution characteristics test, and it satisfies 𝐶̿ ⊑ 𝐶. 𝑊𝑡 is a significant threshold for
the Gaussian distribution corresponding to the cross section S.
4.3. Edge gradient characteristic test
In addition to the real crack shape, the crack section satisfying Gaussian test also
contains a gentle "tail" on both sides, and the "tail" belongs to the texture region, so
the crack section width is larger than the real crack width. In practical engineering,
width is the key index to evaluate the degree of pavement damage, so it is necessary
to test the edge gradient of crack section to reflect the true width of crack. It is
generally believed that the crack edge is located at the maximum gradient of crack
section.
1
𝑟̅1 = {𝑖 − 𝑗|𝐼(𝑥𝑗−1) − 𝐼(𝑥𝑗 ) = 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥
} 𝑗 ∈ [𝑖 − 𝑟 + 1, 𝑖]
2 } 𝑗 ∈ [𝑖, 𝑖 + 𝑟 − 1]
𝑟̅2 = {𝑗 − 𝑖|𝐼(𝑥𝑗+1) − 𝐼(𝑥𝑗 ) = 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥
1
2
where 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥
and 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥
represents the maximum gradient on both sides of the
section, respectively. 𝑟̅1 and 𝑟̅2 represents the distance from the center pixel 𝑥𝑗 of the
section to the maximum gradient on both sides, respectively. The edge of crack is
determined by 𝑟̅1 and 𝑟̅2. Based on this, we can find out the cross-section after cutting:

𝑆̿ = [𝑖 − 𝑟̅1, 𝑖 + 𝑟̅2]
where 𝑆̿ represents true crack section after cutting, its pixel width is 𝑟̅1 + 𝑟̅2 = 1,
and it satisfies 𝑆̿ ⊑ 𝑆.
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5. Algorithm implementation and performance evaluation
In order to adapt to the change of crack width and complex crack characteristics,
the cross-section image is taken as the main research object in this paper. Multi-scale
r ∈ [1,10] feature of four directions β = 0, 𝜋⁄4 , 𝜋⁄2 , 3𝜋⁄4 of the cross-sections
were tested. After the fusion and de-noising of the test results, the final crack image
is obtained. The original image is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Original image

The specific process of the algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: The original image with resolution of 2048*2048 is dimensionally reduced
by 4-pixel*4-pixel sub-block. The 512*512 size image is corrected and filtered, and
the preprocessed image is obtained.
Step 2: From left to right, from top to bottom, with each pixel of the image as the
center of the cross-section, the inclination feature of the cross-section of the
preprocessed image is checked in different directions and scales. In order not to omit
the low contrast crack section and reduce the misjudgment of road signs at the same
time, we take ∆𝑡 = 1 and 𝑝𝑡 = 0.6. The detection result is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Test results of inclination characteristics

Step 3: Gaussian characteristic test is performed on the section satisfying the above
test and the crack section is extracted. 𝜒 = 2 was obtained through experiments. The
detection result is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Test results of Gaussian characteristics

Step 4: Edge gradient cutting is carried out for crack section, the detection result
is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Test results of edge gradient characteristics

Step 5: Two-value image after crack cross-section fusion and de-noising is shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 8. De-noising results

In order to reflect the performance of the proposed algorithm, 180 typical
bituminous pavement images with low roughness and high roughness are randomly
selected for experiments. Then the proposed algorithm is compared with two existing
asphalt pavement crack detection algorithm (Bo, 2014; Zhang et al., 2017). Because
different algorithms have different processing methods for crack edges, the width of
cracks detected is different, and because of the influence of subjectivity and labeling
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factors, the artificial labeling cracks are not completely consistent with the real cracks;
therefore, in order to ensure the fairness of the algorithm evaluation, we adopted the
performance evaluation method considering the position deviation in this paper.
Examples of detection results of each algorithm is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Examples of detection results of each algorithm

Comparison results of crack detection using different algorithms are shown in
Table 1.
The accuracy rate, recall rate and F value are used to evaluate the three algorithms.
Table 1 shows the test results of each algorithm. It can be seen from Table 1, for low
roughness pavement, algorithm A can detect 94.44% cracks and make the
comprehensive performance reach 89.51%. For high roughness pavement, although
93.34% cracks can be detected, the comprehensive performance is only 65.35%. It
shows that the algorithm has better adaptability to low roughness pavement. However,
with the increase of road roughness, a large number of rough textures are misjudged
as cracks, and the accuracy of the algorithm decreases. For algorithm B, the accuracy
of low-roughness pavement and high-roughness pavement is 94.25%, 92.15% and the
recall rate is 79.05% and 87.53%, respectively. It shows that the algorithm is less
affected by the roughness of pavement and can better adapt to two types of pavement,
but there are many cracks missing detection, and the recall rate of the algorithm is low.
For the proposed algorithm, the accuracy of low roughness pavement is 94.86%, recall
rate is 95.80%, F value can reach 94.39%; the accuracy of high roughness pavement
is 86.97%, recall rate is 90.62%, F value is 89.63%, which shows that this algorithm
has good adaptability to low roughness pavement. For two types of pavement, the
comprehensive performance of the proposed algorithm can reach 92.01%, which is
also better than 77.43% of algorithm A and 88.45% of algorithm B. From the above
data analysis, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm can detect most of the low
contrast cracks missed by other algorithms, at the same time, it can avoid a large
number of false detection of rough texture.
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Table 1. Comparison results of crack detection using different algorithms
Pavem
ent
type

Imag
e
numb
er

precisi
on rate

reca
ll
rate

F
valu
e

precisi
on rate

reca
ll
rate

F
valu
e

precisi
on rate

reca
ll
rate

F
valu
e

Low
roughn
ess

1-60

86.87

95.
27

90.
31

94.64

79.
87

87.
68

95.12

96.
14

95.
37

61120

86.12

93.
92

88.
87

94.32

78.
82

86.
92

94.78

95.
52

94.
58

121180

87.43

94.
12

89.
34

93.78

78.
45

86.
32

94.68

95.
72

93.
21

1-180

86.81

94.
44

89.
51

94.25

79.
05

86.
97

94.86

95.
80

94.
39

181240

54.32

93.
56

66.
78

92.69

88.
12

90.
32

89.23

91.
98

90.
45

241300

46.78

94.
12

63.
45

92.56

87.
92

90.
21

88.23

90.
67

90.
11

301360

56.81

92.
34

65.
83

91.21

86.
54

89.
23

83.45

89.
22

88.
32

180360

52.64

93.
34

65.
35

92.15

87.
53

89.
92

86.97

90.
62

89.
63

1-360

69.73

93.
89

77.
43

93.20

83.
29

88.
45

90.92

93.
21

92.
01

High
roughn
ess

Total

Algorithm A

Algorithm B

Proposed Algorithm

6. Conclusions
In view of the multi-feature of cracks in cross-section images of asphalt pavement,
an automatic crack detection algorithm based on three main feature tests, inclination,
Gaussian distribution and edge gradient, is proposed. By testing two kinds of asphalt
pavement with different roughness, the accuracy and recall of the proposed algorithm
can reach 90.92% and 93.21%, and it has good adaptability to both types of pavement.
When the proposed algorithm is applied to practical engineering, the threshold in this
paper can be used to automatically detect all crack images, and then the optimized
parameter 𝜒 can be adjusted according to the feedback of engineers to semiautomatically detect some sections that have misjudged or missed detection. The
combination of automatic and semi-automatic method can well meet the engineering
requirements.
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